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Acknowledgement

The Kamloops Heritage Railway Society 

acknowledges that we are located on 

Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc territory, 

situated within the unceded ancestral 

lands of the Secwépemc Nation.

We honour and respect the people, the 

territory, and the land that houses our 

community.



OUR GOALS & 
OBJECTIVES our vision

To inspire future generations to enjoy and 

preserve railway history

our mission

The mission of the Kamloops Heritage 

Railway is to maintain railway history 

including steam locomotive 2141 and 

other rolling stock by providing a variety 

of safe experiences that educate, 

entertain and enrich the lives of our 

guests, volunteers, partners and the 

community. 



safety

KHR believes that the well 

being of its staff, 

volunteers and visitors is 

the highest priority. Safety 

is regarded as a 

foundational tenet of the 

organization and all that it 

does

 

innovation & 
creativity

The KHR values research 

and programming driven by 

imagination, originality, and 

innovation.

partnership & 
collaboration

KHR believes in the power 

of partnership. As a way of 

conducting its work, KHR 

invites and involves 

individuals and groups from 

all sectors and 

backgrounds to work 

together in promoting 

discussion and action on 

issues related to the KHRS, 

its policies and 

programming

community 
integration

KHR operates for and on 

behalf of the greater 

community of Kamloops. As 

such it views all 

opportunities to be a part 

of and to reflect that 

community in all it does.

 

equity, 
diversity & 
inclusion

KHR is committed to being 

a welcoming place for all,

and an inclusive and open 

organization that is 

responsive to the 

perspectives, needs, and 

interests of diverse people 

and communities

stewardship

KHRS cares for the 

 collections of artifacts and

materials with integrity and

foresight. It also seeks to

establish mutually

beneficial relationships

with Indigenous and other

source communities

connected to these

collections. 

our values

Our core values define who we are and establish baselines for how we conduct 
ourselves and our offerings. The Board has identified the following Values

 



Increase Public 
Awareness

Enhance  
Historical 
Exhibits

Grow the 
Membership Base 

and Volunteer 
Support

Grow, Diversify 
and Engage 

New Audiences

Increase and 
Diversify Earned 
and Contributed 

Revenue

Operational and 
Financial 
Efficiency

Align and Integrate 
KHR Educational 

Programming with 
school curriculum

7 Strategic Priorities



Increase Public 
Awareness of KHR 
Park

Raising the public’s awareness of the KHR Park, the KHRS and its role in the community is a key priority for the organization 

moving forward. Over the past two years, we have built out the exhibits available for public viewing, transformed the backshop 

from a pure workshop to an integrated workshop/exhibit space, and refreshed the KHR website.  

KHR will invest resources to further develop its use of social media, with marketing strategies that position and profile our 

brand and vision.

KHR will amplify mission and role in the community through an approach that connects and links its collection with the city and 

its people. Framed as “Community Integration,” KHR will leverage its collection and curatorial expertise as pathways for 

increased engagement, in an effort to raise awareness of the Railway Park and its role in Kamloops’ cultural environment. The 

Community Integration approach and practice re-positions the organization within the broader community and sets the 

foundation for developing new audiences through partnerships and collaborations, while leveraging and deepening existing 

connections across communities.

Establish and implement a clear brand identity.

Promote and facilitate programs and projects that connect and amplify KHR Park values and priorities and that 

respond to issues of importance as defined by our stakeholders. 

Draw upon the collection to animate, promote, and augment new curatorial initiatives. 

Develop and facilitate interactive partnerships and collaborations that connect KHRP, its work and its strategic 

priorities to the broader community. 

Connect the objects, artefacts, and belongings in the collection with the community at large;  utilize the entire 

City of Kamloops, both public and indoor spaces, as a gallery and exhibition space to feature the collection. 

Integrate Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc history into the fabric of the exhibits we develop.

Increase the involvement and participation of diverse communities from throughout Kamloops with the KHR. 

Implement targeted marketing initiatives designed to reach and attract differentiated sectors of the 

community. Priority target audiences include youth and families with young children.

ACTIONS



Grow, Diversify and 
Engage New 
Audiences

KHRP is committed to making the institution a welcoming place for all people. We strive to be an inclusive and open organization 

that is responsive to the perspectives, needs, and interests of people and their communities. KHR intends to proactively 

engage new and diverse audiences through its exhibitions, public and educational programming, events, and activities. KHR 

recognizes the diversity of its stakeholders as a strength and will work to be more representative and reflective of Kamloops’ 

multicultural population.

Address issues that limit site accessibility through pathways, elevators and the addition of virtual exhibit 

spaces.

Recruit and retain Indigenous Board Members, staff and volunteers.

Work closely with Indigenous knowledge holders in the development of exhibitions, programming, and 

collections management strategies that facilitate access to community and family belongings currently not on 

exhibit.

Connect the KHR collection, exhibition and public programming content, and volunteer opportunities to new 

audiences reflective of the diversity of Kamloops.

Identify and implement programmes specifically targeting Kamloops’ youth.

ACTIONS



KHR will begin the process of strengthening its core exhibits by more accurately 

reflecting the city’s people and history in relation to the railway. Exhibits will be 

updated to reflect the experiences, contributions and impact to the City by First 

Nations and immigrant communities from around the world and to employ 

modern tools and resources to maximize visitor engagement and participation.

Establish self guided visits to KHR Park as the norm and supplement with guided tours where possible. 

Expand the depth and breadth of the historical intent of permanent and temporary exhibit.

Clarify learning goals and intent as part of the exhibit design process.

Apply museum standards for exhibit design, signage and presentation.

Leverage technology and other resources to maximize engagement and interaction between visitors and 

exhibits.

Engage in a community consultation process to determine the interpretative framing and design approaches for 

the long-term exhibition galleries. 

Establish a relationship and partner with our Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc community to ensure their stories are 

shared and presented in a manner that includes local Indigenous voices and history. 

Create multiple narratives for the organization’s educational programming that highlights and amplifies the 

City’s diverse cultural histories.

Tell the story of Kamloops and The Railway through interactive exhibits that leverage technology, imagination 

and simulation to maximize interest and learning.

Enhance & Expand 
Historical Exhibits

ACTIONS



Increase and 
Diversify KHR’s 
Earned and 
Contributed 
Revenue

Municipal, federal and provincial grants and funding 

Earned revenue such as admissions, school and public programming, and facility rentals 

Contributions from foundations, individual and annual giving, corporate sponsorships, and donations.

KHRs current funding breaks down into three major revenue streams:

1.

2.

3.

While the KHR has taken steps towards diversifying its sources of revenue there are several areas of potential growth. In 

particular, the KHRS, has expanded Park tours and opened a concession and gift shop.

 As part of its collaborative approach to partnerships and community integration,  KHR will seek ways to leverage expertise, the  

collection, and human capital to generate unrestricted funds for the organization.

The KHR will focus on developing an annual fundraising campaign, identifying and securing corporate sponsorship opportunities 

and introducing  new products and services such as the Mini Train.

Establish a Fundraising Committee of the Board responsible for raising unencumbered money.

Register as a Not for Profit Charitable Organization.

Implement a Mini Rail ride experience.

Develop and build KHR’s on/line / digital program and exhibition offerings. 

Continue to diversify revenue sources, with an emphasis on aligning and connecting the KHR to organizations 

and individuals that share our vision, mission, and values. 

Establish KHR’s corporate funding opportunities and relationship building through a more focused development 

strategy. 

Establish KHR individual donations campaigns through digital engagement.

Seek out grants tied to specific organizational needs, such as collection management, exhibit design, and public 

programming.

ACTIONS



Align and Integrate 
KHR Educational 
Programming with 
school curriculum

From Confederation to physics, the KHR Park is uniquely positioned to develop and deliver educational programming that 

augments the school curriculum.   Concentrated  efforts to partner with SD 73 as a whole and with individual  teachers will go a 

long way towards extending the value of KHRs collection 

Develop and implement multiple Experiential Learning Programmes

Dedicate appropriate resources to general and school programming, including hiring an educational coordinator.

Offer curriculum based educational programmes.

Partner with SD 73 (Kamloops/Thompson School District.

Seek partnerships with Kamloops/Thompson private and independent schools.

Seek opportunities to partner with TRU.

Establish a partnership with the Tk’emlúps te Secwépemc elders and educators.

Seek opportunities to partner with other educational and cultural institutions such as the Kamloops Museum

and Archives, Kamloops Art Gallery, the Big Little Science Centre and others to develop unique educational 

opportunities.

ACTIONS



Pursue Operational 
and Financial 
Efficiency

Over the past year, the KHRS has worked hard to establish a foundation upon which a strong management and leadership team 

can build for the future. The organization has restructured its organizational purpose, undertaken strategic planning and, most 

recently, hired a General Manager charged with leading the organization in the achievement of our Strategic Plan.  To ensure 

organizational capacity and sustainability the Board recognizes a need to shift its focus from ‘managing and operating’ the KHR 

to one focussed on governance and long term stability.

Efforts shall be directed towards establishing financial and operational capacities designed to generate a more predictable, 

consistent, and sustainable operational model for the organization. To achieve this, KHR will need to introduce a systematic or 

process based approach to overall institutional planning and evaluation. 

The KHR budgeting processes are to be reworked to ensure alignment and integration with the annual operating plan with a cost 

of program and exhibition development. By aligning the organization’s financial and fund development capacity and 

achievements with its exhibition and program activities, the KHR intends to create a more sustainable fiscal climate and 

planning foundation for the KHR. 

Foster opportunities and a culture of considered decision-making to 

enable the organization to adjust and adapt its annual operating plan as 

well as assessing and reviewing the organizational assumptions as they 

change and evolve. 

Install KHR Finance and Audit Committee as a means of managing risk, 

cash flow, and any projected or unforeseen financial challenges for the 

organization.

Develop and implement a document management system for all business 

and operation documents

Undertake a review / inventory of Archival and Artefact holdings.

Develop and implement a clear collections management policy and related 

procedures to including the establishment of Undertake a comprehensive 

review of archival and artefact collection

Develop and initiate a process to ensure all KHR archival and artefact 

holdings are appropriately catalogued, protected, stored and accessible

ACTIONS
Train all guest facing staff trough BC Superhost Program

Undertake a formal review of the Board, its roles and responsibilities, its composition 

and governance model.

Establish an ongoing Succession and Nominations Committee to ensure the Board 

slate is full and focused.

Grow our membership through targeted outreach. 

Supplement staff through volunteer support in target areas

Develop and implement an organizational management process that is informed by 

and integrates with the strategic plan. 

Institute continuous monitoring processes and an annual planning process with Board 

and Staff to revisit and assess the organization’s progress on its strategic and 

annual operating plans. 



Grow the 
Membership Base 
and Expand 
Volunteer Support

Members and volunteers are the life blood of KHRS and the KHR Park. With the 

stopping of excursions due to Covid and the loss of track time due to increased rail 

road traffic, KHR  has seen declines in both members and active volunteers.

The Board recognizes the importance of an active membership and volunteer base 

and will dedicate resources and efforts to reestablish the membership base and 

renew volunteer opportunities..

Establish an ongoing membership drive.

Ensure clear value is associated with being a Member.

Establish regular and consistent communication channels designed to keep existing members informed and 

engaged.

Overhaul the Firebox Newsletter and increase member touch points.

Enhance the awareness of our volunteer roles.

Search out opportunities to involve youth in programming and guided tour delivery.

Promote membership and volunteer opportunities continuously.

Establish a Membership and Board Member Recruitment Plan.

ACTIONS


